THE MAKING OF
“AN IRISH
HISTORY
LESSON”

ABSTRACT
This is how we made our first CD. The process was not
very expensive, but a lot of work and time. In the end
it was well worth it. Most importantly we learned a
lot. We Are doing this to encourage others to give it a
shot to tell your band’s story.

Pipe Sgt. Frank Larkin (pafwl@aol.com)
Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums
Bridgeport, PA.
http://www.irishthunder.org

The Making of “An Irish History Lesson”

Introduction
This project was in the works for over 2 years (Oct. 2015 to Oct. 2017). All
bagpipe bands entertain the idea of making a CD but few understand how
much effort it really takes. The best bands in the world can record live and
make beautiful recordings. The rest of us may not be so fortunate. Some
will go to a recording studio, play their sets a few times and leave it up to
the studio to pick the best one, throw them together on a CD and call it a
day. This is fine but eventually they all sound the same and the band has
little control over the content. In addition they do not necessarily capture
what the band is like as a group or follow any story line.
I did a lot of research on the Internet of how to actually do a CD. What
became very clear from the beginning, from many sources, was you
wanted the CD to be different. So how do you make a bagpipe CD
different? We decided that we wanted to do a CD to cover the tunes we
played but also leverage our relationships with some very talented local
musicians. We also wanted to tell a story. But what story?
We tried many themes including a theme related to our name Irish
Thunder. Eventually we came upon the idea of telling the story of why we play the bagpipes. In digging
deeper, this is really the story of all the influences on us collectively that make us love playing in an Irish
bagpipe band, the Irish culture, all Irish history, and the modern struggle for Irish independence. We even
have a set that we play called “An Irish History Lesson”. Thus the idea of calling the CD “An Irish History
Lesson” was formed. You can of to our website irishthunder.org to see the CD play list and a companion
document describing each track and the history on each tune.
This document will describe all the technical details of recording a
bagpipe band as we did it. We do not claim that ours is the best process
but it did allow us to have complete control, produce 1500 CDs at a
reasonable cost, and create a CD we can be proud of. We learned a lot
and wish to share it with other pipe bands to get more voices into the
conversation. Eventually we can all learn from each other in a sort of
open source project. I will use this document and YouTube video
examples do describe the process. We included audio samples that you
can experiment with as you follow along. Best part, Audacity is free so there is no cash outlay to
experiment a little. Here is a free sample, Minstrel Boy Set, that was not on the CD.
To help you get an idea of what we did you can purchase or CD “An Irish History Lesson” by mailing a
request including a check for 12$ (per CD, includes shipping) to…

Irish Thunder Merchandise
719 Pershing Street
Swedesburg, PA 19405
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Buzz Words and Terms
I am not an expert on this but I know enough to get it done. Here I will dump all the buzz words we will
be using. Once you start it will be very easy to follow along.

Term
32bit wav file

16bit wav file
mp3

Metadata

Pan

Plosives
Track / Track Number

Signal To Noise

Slapback

Reverb
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Description
A file format that is the default we used in Audacity and the Zoom R16. The
32 bit refers to the size of the digital information packet for each sound
recorded. The more bits the better but file size will be double.
The file format recommended by the CD duplicator Disk Makers we used
to duplicate the CDs.
Mpeg 3 sound file that compresses the sound very efficiently. This can be
produced from Audacity. This was used to allow members to listen to
samples and completed tracks.
Data added by Audacity when you export a completed .wav or .mp3 track.
It allow various pieces of info to move with the track file. For MP3s it is
displayed on the playback device for the user. All tracks that have the same
album title and artist are automatically bundled into an Album.
The ability to move the sound of a track to the left or right relative to the
listener. All the tracks are recorded as Mono not stereo. This means the
listener will hear them as if they are in the center. You can use the Pan
control in Audacity to cheat them left or right as you like.
Plosives happen when the vocalist puffs into the mic. We have one singer
who did it several times but we were able to minimize it later using EQ.
A completed mixed/mastered recording that represents a song/tune on
your CD. You can add a track number to the metadata. This metadata
allows you to sort the tunes in the order you want them to be played.
When recording, the signal is what you want and the noise is what you do
not want. In our case the bagpipes and drums were loud enough to
saturate the microphones so the little noise was pushed way down. It may
be there but you will not hear it. Voices on the other hand were more of
an issue. People do not sing with the force of the instruments. Quite is very
important when recording humans singing or talking.
When sounds bounce off the wall, you would hear the sound of the voice
or music, and a split second later you would hear it again. With drums this
was a real issues. Sound blankets helped a great deal there.
This is an Audacity effect that allows you to add complicated “echo” or
fullness to the music. It also allows the stop to sound natural.
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Equipment
Note: You do not need any of this to get started experimenting with Audacity using the sound files we
provided.
If you are going to record, we purchased most of the following from Amazon and then other providers.
You may be able to scrape a lot of this together so see what is available from your band members. Our
selection of mics was based on cost and need. I am sure there are more expensive mics out there but have
no knowledge of that.

Item
1

Description

Total

Links
Zoom R16 Multitrack SD Recorder Controller and
Interface (International Version - No Warranty)

8 channel recording system
newer version of 8 channel
recording system

1

Mic Stands
Boom Mic Stand we had one but
needed another for instrumentals
with guitars.

8

Zoom R8 Multitrack SD Recorder Controller and
Interface
Pyle-Pro PMKS5 Compact Base Black Microphone
Stand

1

On Stage Stands MS7701B Tripod Boom Microphone
Stand

2

Behringer ULTRAVOICE XM1800S Dynamic Cardioid
Vocal Microphones, 3-Pack

1 set

Pyle-Pro PDKM7 7 Microphone Wired Drum Kit with
Mounting Accessories

7

Voice and Pipes Mics 6 in all
Drum Mics. Gave good separation.
4 snare, 1 bass, 2 condenser (very
sensitive)
Needed over mics for vocals for
plosives.

8
9

2
3

4
5

6

1

2

Premium 6-inch Pop Filter For Blue Yeti
Microphone by Auphonix

Needed over mics for vocals

8

On Stage Foam Ball-Type Mic Windscreen, Black

Headphones

4

10

4 channel headset amplifier

1

11

Mike cables. We had 10 total.

12

13

Used to split headset audio
Used to attenuate condenser mikes
as sound was too loud for them.
Not really used but nice to have.

BEHRINGER HPM1000
Behringer MicroAMP HA400 4-Ch Headphone
Amplifier
GLS Audio 50ft Mic Cable Patch Cords - XLR Male to
XLR Female Black Microphone Cables - 50' Balanced
Mike Snake Cord - 2 PACK
9 Inch 3.5mm (1/8") Male to 3x Female Stereo
Splitter Audio Cable, Gold-Plated

14

Head set used for mixing. Good flat
sound

1

15

Monitor Speakers, Good flat sound.

1

16

Sound Blankets

8

17

Blanket stands

8
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10
2

2

Shure A15AS Switchable Attenuator (15, 20, 25 dB),
Passes Phantom Power
XIBERIA Gaming Headset USB Surround Sound
Gaming Headphones Over-ear PC Headset with
Microphone
M-Audio Studiophile AV 30 Active Studio Monitor
Speakers (Pair)
Sound Absorbing Blankets 96 x 66
Used to hang blankets. Made from wood and PVC
caps.
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Recording Locations
You can record in any location that is somewhat isolated from outside. We set a square area of sound
blankets to cut down on echo and slapback from the walls. You have to also put carpet or blankets on the
floor. Turn off Heat and AC, beer coolers (we had a few of those), basically anything that makes noise.
We recorded in various locations….
1. Fire House – We recorded at 8:00am on Sunday until 12:00. This
was a cinderblock building so was quite sound proof. No alarms
went off while we were there.
2. AOH Hall – We recorded at 8:00am on Sunday until 12:00. This
was a cinderblock building but had large windows. There were
numerous fans, freezers and coolers running that we turned off
for the duration. We did have to stop/redo a few times for
barking dogs, planes, kids, whatever but we got through it.
3. Garage – We record in my garage.  This was ok but the door
was thin. Again trains, cars, dogs but you can get through it.
4. School Class Room - We had access over the summer to a class
room at Lansdale Catholic H.S. It was isolated in a large trailer
but we had AC, keys and access all summer. Same problems as
all other but it worked.
5. Family Room – I set up a small recording area (4’x6’) in my house.
We used this for some vocals, single pipers, and drummers to
great effect. You just have to have a family that will work with
you. We had to shut off the air conditioner or heater system,
disable the phone ringers, keep walking on the second floor to a
minimum, and keep any TVs in other rooms very low.
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Recording setup
Recorder
The Zoom R16 allows you to record 8 microphones at the same time
or one mic on a different channel on each pass. I will not go over
how it is used as there are numerous YouTube videos covering this.
Just Google “Zoom R16 Recorder”.
This is all saved in a sequentially numbered “project” folder on a
SSD flash drive (chip). We used a 32 Gig flash drive that got about
½ full in over 190 “projects”. The audio is written to the chip as a
32bit wav format recording at a sampling frequency of 44.1kHz. This
is a very high quality package in a small price.

Sometimes you have many instruments (6 pipers or 5 snare and 1 bass). On each take you create a new
project. Other times you have 1 mic. So on each pass you rewind, move to the next mic input and record
again. Note: You have to be careful not to record over the previous track.
You keep track in an excel spread sheet. In all we had 195 projects when we were done.
When recording…
1. Plug in the mic above the channel you want to use.
2. You set a channel to record by clicking the select button (above the slider) until the light turns
red. Set it to green if you want the play back.
3. You adjust the input level using the turn knob above the channel meter. You can listen to it by
moving the slider up.
You want to get as much signal as possible but not peak. The red peak light will indicate you are
distorting > 0 db. Keep it in the orange where possible. Try to get your bass to play steady. Stand next
to him or her with a stick to beat them with to remind them, play steady! Note: Beat them quietly!!!
Your other instruments should be fine once the level is set but it should be monitored. Note: It is
actually better to get a little less signal then to have most of it distorted.

Memory Chip
Keep the memory chip in a safe place. Back it up as often as necessary. This is your asset, your blood and
sweat. Screw it up and you will have tears. Note: You will accidently record over tracks. You are human.
Just tell the others that it did not sound good and you need it again. Keep going!!!
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Monitor Headphones
The headphone amp is connected to the Zoom “phones” output or computer output. This allows us to
have up to 4 headphones for the talent to hear the click track and
playback. Not all will need these just those keeping time. You can daisy
chain these if you like if you have more headphones.
Note: If users do not put the phones on their heads correctly (left/right)_
you may hear the click track in the audio. If phones are not being used
unplug them. We ruined many tracks because you could hear the click.
Sometimes you can do the playback from pre-recorded audio on the
computer as it is easier to queue where to start. In this case you plug
the headphone amp into the computer headphone jack. You may need
an adapter. This may be easier than trying to queuing up the Zoom to the right playback spot. Just record
as usual.

Organization
Overall, we had 193 projects recorded on the Zoom R16. We kept track of all these in a spreadsheet. This
spreadsheet included the project number, a description, Tempo (BPM) and where appropriate what was
recorded on each channel. When we were recording bagpipes, our Drum Major Pete Hand stood in as the
recording engineer. He monitored levels, changed projects and most importantly updated the spread
sheet as we recorded. Is very helpful when you are mixing your tracks back together in Audacity to have
this information. Below is a screenshot of what some of that data might look like.

It is very important if you can find where all of your data is you can also include tabs that show the playlist
order for your CD in the state of each one of those tracks. It is also very important that you back this file
up when backing up your other data. If you lose any of this you will really to be for a lot more work.
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Recording Bagpipes
1. Tune, Tune, Tune frequently
2. Early on we used 1 mic for 2 pipers. The PM had his own. We
put the mic up at the E/D holes about 1 foot away. Later we
put each piper on their own mic. Then you can remove them
if there are issues.
3. We plugged the drones and used a drone track so blowing
should be easier. Pipers also don’t have to worry about starts
and stops.
4. Remember you are so close to the mic we may pick up your
breathing. Try to have folks practice not gasping for air. We
may get a little but when mixed in you never hear it.
5. If people like to tap their feet it may get picked up. We took
off our shoes and put extra towels or blankets under the
heavy foot. Eventually only the PM was tapping. Note: If you
have enough headsets (they are cheap) all can have one so no
tapping may be necessary.
6. Starts: Start your tunes as you normally would with the Right, Quick March. This is very helpful later.
When you play back, this will allow the drums to sync to it. They will hear it and know when to come
in.
7. Mistakes: Once you start playing DO NOT STOP! If you make mistakes that is fine. We will be recording
the set several times. We can take good parts from different recordings.

Who gets to play?
This is up to the band. As in life there are always some folks better
than others at everything. We practiced with the equipment and
metronome for a full year on and off before we started to record the
real tracks. This gave folks the opportunity to get comfortable. When
it came to the actual recording some we still very nervous and
decided they were going to sit out. Some were more comfortable
playing some sets than others. In the end we tried to use everyone
as best we could. It is a band CD that belongs to us all.

Stops
Since we did not have drones going we simply hold the last note for a few beats. Later you will see how
we manufacture a perfect stop every time.

Shut Up Pipers!!!!
Make sure everyone understands no sounds to 5 seconds after each stop. Very, Very, Very, important!!!
This allows up to gather “Room Tone”.
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Multi Tempo Sets
You will most likely play sets that have tunes that are different beats. Here
we do a little trickeration. You record each tune that has a different beat
as its own project. You set the metronome (on the recorder) to that beat.
The players listen to the click track on headphones.
When you come to the end of the tune you do not stop playing. Hold the
last notes that will lead into the next tune. I said "notes" because if you
were playing seconds you hold them too. Remember all of this when you
go to record the next tune. We call this continuity!
When recording the next tune you create a new project, set the new beat
and start to record. You all blow up and hold the notes you stopped with on the previous tune. How long
is up to you. At least a few seconds is good. On the new beat (over the headphones from the recorder)
start playing the next tune.
Later in editing we will “crossfade” these tracks to make them sound as one. The better you are with this
continuity here the cleaner it will sound. We provided a video to show you how this is done. Experiment,
experiment, and experiment to get it the way you want.
The Mixed Tempos video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel will show you how we
worked through this for one of ours sets. Keep reading we will get to it.
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Recording Drummers
1) We tested with different mics for the drums. In the
end we ordered a set of mics that were specific to
drum sets. (see list at top) We liked the sound so we
kept the mics. This is a nice thing about shopping on
line. You get 30 days to try it all out.
2) We used the snare mics about 3 inches from the top
of the drum head. In some cases further as we had
more drummers, sharing 1 mike with 2 drummers
very close together.
3) For the Bass drum we took part of a mic stand and
strapped it to the drum with insulating foam. This made of a good sound. Note: The drum sound
changed over time so you should record as much as you can in a few sessions close together if you
can.
4) During playback of the pipers’ part, the drummers could hear the call of the Pipe Major. This
helped them know when to come it.
5) We recorded the drumming several times so we could use the best parts of each.
In all we got good separation so that problems or mistakes could be buried.

No mugging the camera!!!!
We tried to take a lot of production pictures. Make sure you tell folks not to look and smile.
Clearly, Pat did not get this message.

Shut Up The Drummers!
Make sure everyone understands no sounds for 5 seconds after each stop. Very, Very, Very Important!
This allows you to gather “Room Tone”. More importantly it allows the last strike of the bass and snares
to ring out. This makes the stop much better as we will describe later.

What would we do differently with drums?
If we had to do it again I would record the bass drum like we did but also include a mic a few feet away to
get the room sound. I might even record the bass all by itself and mix it in.
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Recording Vocals and Other Instruments
1) As the producer make sure you are ready when talent gets there.
They are most likely guests and have limited time.
2) Make sure there is water in the recording area with them so they
do not have to leave to get any. Sometimes hot tea is helpful.
3) Here we used the pop filters and mic socks to keep the “plosizes”
down. Plosives happen when the vocalist puffs into the mic. We
have one singer who did it several times but we were able to EQ
it out later. We will demo that later. This can be helped by having
the mic slightly to the side instead of straight on.
4) Usually the vocalist will stand when singing.
5) Some musicians stand, others sit. You must make sure any chair
is rock solid no squeaks when moving.
6) If they have papers tape them to the mike stand or pop filter so they do not have to move the
paper when reading because you will hear it. If they have to turn over the paper make them stop
reading and restart once the paper is flipped over. It is very easy to edit that.

7) When recording have talent or musicians count down the start of the base track so others
following can sync on that. Have them say take 1, take 2 and so on. This is for you later on.
8) You can multi track record each instrument on the same project.
a. Start on track 1 and record (recorder red light) the base melody. Then set track 1 light
green so it is playback only. Rewind.
b. Move the mike over to the next channel. Be sure that you do not erase any tracks you
want. Set this new track to record (red light). When recording open the slide on track 1
(previous tracks) to allow the musician hear the already recorded melody and follow. They
can also hear the click track from the recorder. On our CD “Let Erin Remember” was
recorded like this with 4 guitar tracks and a vocal track all in the same project.
9) Keep inexperienced folks calm. Discuss what you want. Let them take all the time that they need.
Coach them on how you want it. Do as many takes as is needed.
10) Remind them to be quiet at the end. We don’t say shut up, they are usually guests. ☺
Note: If they are band members do with them what you need to.
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Building Tracks
We were building tracks as the elements were completed so we could judge our progress. For editing we
used Audacity. Folks who are better at this may say this does not work well but a lot of folks use it. This is
a free open source package from http://www.audacityteam.org/. I will not go over all the features
because I only know those things I have used. I will describe how to use them in this context. It allows you
to mix all these sound files you will generate. As always Google is a great resource for questions and
discussion about features. Use it wisely and learn.

Videos
We have created videos that demonstrate how to do this part. They are available on YouTube in our Irish
Thunder Pipes and Drums Channel. Each is about 15 minutes or less and discusses different topics. I have
also provided a zipped file of sample content you can use to follow along with the videos (see below). The
idea is to allow you to follow along on your own copy of Audacity so you can become more proficient in
its operation.
Note: These videos take a lot of time to produce and will not ever get the author an Emmy award. They
are here as a guide to help you learn what I learned and then hopefully you will improve on that.

Irish Thunder Pipes and Drum YouTube Channel

Title

Description

Basic Track Building
Audacity Basics

Adding Drones and
Clipping Tracks
EQ and Mixing
Stops and Final Trimming
Reverb and Final Product

This will describe how to use Audacity as I did to put together
a track from the recorded audio files. We provide one of our
tunes for this process.
This will enhance your sample track with drones and show
you how to clip the track to get it ready for the next steps.
Here we discuss applying Equalization and setting the sound
level settings. What we used and why.
As a pipe band the stop is all important. This shows you how
to make a perfect stop every time.
This step has you add reverb for your final track. We then
generate different formats for different purposes.

Enhancements
Enhance Sounds Now we enhance with Compression. This allows us to get the
audio levels closer together to better the mix.
Mixing Sets of Different Tempos How do we create sets that start slow but end fast?
Creating Tunes One tune that everyone wants a band to play is Amazing
with Staggered Starts Grace. Here one or more pipers start and others join in. This
video will demonstrate how we did this using several
techniques.
Voice Edits Vocal can be a challenge for several reasons. They will make
your CD different. They also allow you to take advantage of
other talents of others in the band or you are friends with.
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Clean Recordings
You want to record the audio as clean as you can. Then if you want to add sound effects, you have
complete control. Below are some examples…
1) When picking a location, one place that was suggested was a large chapel. The person
suggesting said the echo is great. You will add the echo. You do not want it on the raw tracks.
2) We recorded a chorus singing in our bar area in our hall. I wanted to do it in a quite controller
area but everyone kept saying why not in the bar. I wanted the sound clean and I could add
what I wanted. In the end I recorded in the bar and used noise removal to get rid of the bar
sounds. Since the chorus was only 1 element it would have screwed up the entire track with all
that noise.
3) On some tracks we included audio from the internet. This was used to depict historical moments
about Irish History. Even though there was a crystal-clear version on the net, we choose a more
degraded recording. We added white noise, clicks and pops to make it sound more historic.

Sample File Downloads
We have taken some of our raw recordings and bundled them up into a zip file called
IrishThunder_CD_Tutorial.zip. You can access them from our website using the link provided. These are
provided to allow you to experiment along with the provided videos and other discussions in this
document. Copy the zip file to your PC then unzip. The folder will be IrishThunder_CD_Tutorial. In there
you will find various folders and files discussed in the videos. Note: This file is large (about 148 Mb)
because it contains real high-quality recordings from the CD. You only need these if you are going to follow
along in the videos to learn Audacity.
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Audacity Basics
We did not record using Audacity. We used it to mix and produce final products. Audacity has a lot of
knobs, bells and whistles that you’re going to have to get used to. I’m not going to go over all of the
things that you can do on the screen. There are numerous videos on YouTube covering Audacity. We
have videos about how we did specific things later in this document. We have taken some of our raw
recordings and bundled them up into a zip file called IrishThunder_CD_Tutorial.zip. These are used for
you to practice with to show you that you can do it.

Creating One Very Special Shortcut
One of the first things that were going to do in audacity to create a shortcut that I found very useful. There
are many shortcuts in audacity unfortunately this particular movement was not a shortcut. When you
open audacity and import many sound files it’s nice to sort them into a way that makes it easy for you to
compare them. Unfortunately to move a track up or down requires several keys. This shortcut will allow
you to simply click on the track (focus it) and then move it up or down as you need until it is where you
want it.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Open audacity >> Click Edit >> Preferences
Under the Keyboard section look for the Command section
Set Move focused track down to the shortcut Alt + Down
Set Move focused track up to the shortcut Alt + Up
Save >> Ok

Sampling Rate
Always make sure that your Audacity system is set the same when you start.
We did all of ours using a sampling rate of 44.1 K samples per second. This
ensures high fidelity. You can do this by opening Audacity and checking the
lower left corner Project Rate box.
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DX Reverb Light
Later in your project were going to add reverb to your track to give it depth at a little echo. This also is a
great way to end the echo effect to your stops. Without it the stops will just sound very unnatural as if
they cut off. Applying reverb makes it sound as if the sound is continuing like it would if it were live.
As we will for many things when using this to find it all you have to do is Google DX Reverb Light. You will
find many references to this you can download it for free and install it. To install it Google audacity hints
under the topic DX Reverb Light how to get it into the system.
I looked far and wide for a good free distant reverb. I tried many of the presets that are available in
Audacity and I imported several other plug-ins. This is the only one that I found gave me a satisfactory
reverb for a good distant effect. You should install it now as we will be using it later in the discussion.

The Audacity Basics video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel walks you through
the loading of raw recordings and syncing them up.

Adding Drones and Early Clipping
We made the decision early on to record all of the tunes elements a separate components. This included
the drones. We wanted to make sure that we had complete control over level control on all the elements
so that the final mix was pleasant to the ear. Many times when I have listened to Beck pipe recordings the
drones overpower everything.
In our case we recorded several pipers just plain drones to two 478 Hz. We recorded this a few times at
various lengths and make those available to you in the sample download in the file DronesLong.wav. This
sound track was used throughout our CD. Some may say that this is cheating but we never started out to
record the entire band playing the tune as we have no facility to be able to do that and control all the
elements. As stated we are trying to make a CD that people will enjoy listening to.
The video Adding Drones and Clipping Tracks video on our in our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums
YouTube Channel covers the process to add the drone track and sink it with the rolls. It also covers
trimming off excess noise to get ready for mixing. A later video will cover how you do staggered starts
and some of the things that concern multiple starts of the drones during the playing of the tune.
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EQ And Mixing
Mixing is the process of setting the volume level for each of the components so they blend together to
make it pleasing to the listener. When I went to investigate how to do this what became apparent was
you need to listen, listen, and listen some more. You need to play your recordings on many different
systems so that you can hear what your audience will experience. These systems include earbuds,
headphones, stereo systems (although these are fewer to find with the advent of iPhones), and finally
car/truck audio systems.
Note: Always make sure that your Audacity system is set the same when you
start. We did all of ours using a sampling rate of 44.1 K samples per second. This
ensures high fidelity. You can do this by opening Audacity and checking the
lower left corner Project Rate box.

When we finalized our tracks, we turned them into MP3 files and made them available to members of the
band who could listen to them on various systems that they own. They would then provide feedback as
to how it sounded.
Eventually we came up with a formula for the levels of what sounded best. Then when mixing I would
follow this formula across all the sites where appropriate. This formula had the drones down rather low,
the pipes up slightly higher than the snare drums, and the base slightly lower than the snare drums. In
fact the bass drum gave us the most challenge.
The EQ and Mixing video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel will walk you through
the process. Make sure you have the download files to follow along.

That Feckin’ Bass Drum
We were in the last few weeks of production when the pipe
major said, “In my car the bass drum is blowing out my
windows.” I went to his car and in fact that was the case
however on all the other platforms I listened to, you could
definitely hear the bass but it was not overpowering. Others
then stepped forward to say it was a little louder on theirs
too. The point is, get good feedback sooner!!!!!
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To fix this we went so far as to sit in his and others cars
and trucks mixing while listening to the output in those
vehicles. As you can see, it was a bit of a circus.
From this process it was determined that the bass would
be kept slightly lower than the snares. We also spoke with
an audio engineer who gave us an equalization setting to
help reduce certain frequencies that according to him are
known to cause the bass speakers to sound the loudest.
This is discussed in the videos.
In the end we compromised. We did hear the bass on ear buds, flat speakers and head phones and it
sounded fine. But in various vehicles you may have to adjust your systems tone settings to get it as you
like it. After the adjustments, the pipe major’s car was still a little “Boomy” but it was acceptable. We
strongly suggested he get a new car.
The point is to listen on as many systems as possible to get the mix the way you want. If you ask audio
engineers how best to do this, this is exactly what they tell you. It seems like there should be a better way.
In the end we embraced the horror and uncertainty!!!

Equalization
Equalization is the process of applying filters to the various frequencies that make up a sound. It can be
used to suppress unwanted sounds or enhance others. The videos on this topic demonstrate
equalization’s that we applied to the snare drums, the bass drum and the bagpipes. The provided sample
files also have the XML files that describe these equalization settings. I think you can install these settings
on your version of Audacity by dropping them your user folder at <User>/AppData/Roaming/Audacity.
You can learn many more advanced equalization settings by Googling them online.
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Mixing Just the Pipes
Many times, I found it much easier to mix the pipes by themselves and save them as a 32 bit wav file.
Then in the final mix all I had to do was include that wav file to cover the pipes and add in, sync up and
mix the drums. This is especially useful when doing tracks that include tunes with multiple tempos.
I believe the worst case we had was a track where he ended up with 20 separate files being mixed
together. In this case the pipes were recorded on 4 microphones with four separate passes were mixed
down to a single stereo file. Had we not done that we would have needed to manage 36 separate files.
The good thing about using digital audio recording is there is no degradation between tracks like there
was using magnetic tape. Everything ends up being first-generation.

Sound Spectrum
You can look at the sound spectrum of a track by highlighting it in Audacity and clicking Analyze >> Plot
Spectrum. Use this to see what effect your EQ changes have made. Eventually you will know if EQ was
applied by looking here.

Again, the EQ and Mixing video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel will walk you
through the process. Make sure you have the download files to follow along.
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Final Trimming and Creating Stops
Now that mixing is complete we moved to the final preparations for the track. Here we want to trim it so
that we prepare it for the CD. Typically I edit one second silence to the beginning and one second of silence
to the end. The video for this section describes how all that is done.
Since this document is designed for bagpipers we all know what a good stop is. Essentially because we
can’t slowly lower the volume of the bagpipes we want to stop the tune on the very last be. Bands take a
lot of time practicing this and our band is no exception.
On the CD we did not have the drones playing while we were recording the piping. In addition we knew
that we would be able to “manufacture” good stops.
Below are the rules for manufacturing a good stop…
1) Trim the piping, you want to have a few seconds after the last beat and five seconds of silence.
2) Trim the snare drumming recordings so there is no additional noise after the snare drums stop.
3) Allow the bass drum sound to diminish to nothing. This is caused by the bass drum vibrating after
it has been struck for the final time. We want this sound. It is very important to keep it.
4) Next using the click track or using the last strike of the snares as a guide, locate the spot that is
2/10th of a second after the end on the pipe channel. Silence the drones and the pipes at that
point. This means that the pipes and drones will sound for an additional 2/10 of a second after
the last snare drum strike. Make sure there is additional silence after this point on all lines.

In the next step we will add reverb and that additional silence section that was added to all the audio
channels will carry the echo as the last sound decays. The effect will be the sound of a perfect stop.
When all of this is completed you should save the project in a new file. Then export the audio from all the
channels into a 32-bit wave file. This should have the same name as the project that you just created. It
will essentially combine the mixed and trimmed recording to a single file.
The video Stops and Final Trimming video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel
demonstrates what was described above.
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Reverb And Final Products
Here we start by creating a new project. We then import the combined 32 bit wav file that was created in
the last step. We now do the following to generate our final output. Note: Experiment, experiment and
experiment some more to get the sound you like!!!!
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

6)
7)
8)

Click on the stereo channel that you just imported.
Ctrl-D to Duplicate it. This will create an exact copy of the mixed track from the previous step.
Highlight the newly duplicated track. Only one stereo track should be highlighted at this point.
Select Effects >> DX Light Reverb. The
large knob on the DX light reverb
screen should be in the center. The
Mix should indicate around 0.50
which means that the final product
will be half dry and have wet.
Select the Options button, then
Factory presets, 19 – distant. Then
click apply.
You will see the resulting application of
the reverb in the second audio file only. (Ctrl-Z to back out if needed.)
Set the volume for this to a -7 Db.
Play the track and you should hear a distant echo. Play down at the end of the track and you will
hear the stop as all of the sounds echo into the distance.

You can adjust the volume of either the full dry track at the top and or the next track down that includes
the reverb. Do this until you are satisfied with the amount of reverb that you have in the mix. Some may
want more reverb others less but I believe it’s important to at least have some so that the stops will work
correctly. How much is up to you.
Once satisfied with that sound save this is a new project using a 200 or 300 prefix so that it separates itself
all of the other projects underneath it. Remember if you make changes to the underlying projects you are
still going to have to go through this step again to reapply the reverb.

Save in various formats
You can now export this in various formats by clicking file, export and selecting the export you want to
save this as. If you save as an MP3 this can be used on people’s iPhones or tablets to listen to what you
are doing and provide feedback. If you are going to record this onto a CD the folks that we used suggested
the best format they could use was a 16-bit wave file.
The Reverb and Final Products video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel explains all
of this.
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Creating Tracks with Different Tempos
Several of the tunes that we have on the CD have different tempos (beats per minute or bpm). Some will
start as a slow air and then roll into a faster tempo tune. To mix these together you would first take the
bagpipes sections of the slow tune and mix those together producing a single 32-bit WAV file. Then you
mixed together the faster tunes into a separate 32 bit WAV file. When ready, load both of them into
audacity and then you will use an effect called “cross fade tracks” to switch from one track to the other.
In order to do this you have to leave music playing at the point in which you are going to "crossfade" to
the other tune.

For example, on the CD we play our Remembrance Set. It starts with The Bells Of Dunblane (70 bpm)
then into the Dawning Of The Day (90 bpm) and few other 90 bpm marches. The bpm is what we set
the metronome to easily follow.
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We recorded each tune with different tempos like this…
1) If this is the first tune we follow the pipes major’s call. If not, at the beginning you play and hold
the notes from the previous tune for a few seconds before you start playing the new tune. If you
were playing seconds in the previous tune hold that just like you ended the previous tune. On the
pipe major’s foot, on the beat, start playing the new tune. This will leave a few seconds of the
previous tune to cross fade with.
2) At the end of the tune continue to hold the last notes for a few seconds. If playing seconds hold
them.
3) When recording the drums for these sections you will probably not be playing as you transition
from slow to fast or faster to slow but few are playing you should follow the same rule continue
to play as described above to give you a place to switch from one tempo to the other.
4) When ready to mix, mix the bagpipes for a tune of a certain tempo together into a single 32 bit
WAV file. Leave the starting or trailing notes that you are holding for the transition.
When ready, load these into Audacity, line them up using click tracks and then in the part where they
overlap use the crossfade tracks effect to lower the volume on the track to the left while raising the
volume on the track to the right. If done correctly you will never hear it.

Note: Usually you use the tempo click track of the first tune to figure out where you bring in the
second tune. Obviously, you want the crossfade done before the second tune starts.
Add drums as needed.
Note: It is very important that whatever notes you hold, pan settings, stereo, equalization that are
applied to the left track must also be applied to the right track so that when you cross fade you will
not hear the switch. On our CD we were somewhat successful with that but there are places where
you can hear us perform the crossfade. Refer to the video discussion for more details.

The Mixed Tempos video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel will show you
how we worked through this for one of ours sets.
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Enhance Sounds (Vocals)
Here we use compression and amplify to reset the levels on vocalists. We need to do this because
the human voice will change dramatically in level. When mixing this with music, the voice can get
lost. Boosting and "compressing" it will preserve the intent but also make sure it can be heard.
I also show you how to dampen some unwanted and more distracting sounds like breaths. It is said
that you could not hear Frank Sinatra breath while singing. Maybe he had a great editor.
The Enhance Sounds video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel explains this as
we used it.

Edit Voices
Here we show you how to edit spoken words to make the do what you want. There is also a good
demo of removing unwanted buzzing and noises. The Edit Voices video on our Irish Thunder Pipes
and Drums YouTube Channel uses file samples provided in the IrishThunder_CD_Tutorial.zip file.

Staggered Starts
Many pipe bands will use staggered starts to wow the crowd. Here we show you several techniques
to do this.

The Staggered Starts video on our Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums YouTube Channel uses file
samples provided in the IrishThunder_CD_Tutorial.zip file.
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Disk Makers
To duplicate the CD we used Disk Makers in New Jersey. It was a very good experience. The process was
somewhat easy. They suppled CD artwork templates that two of the band members, Joe Cassidy and Mike
Gould, used to do the art work.
As mentioned they suggest you save your files as 16 bit wav files. When you are all done mixing, you
then upload these to their website using their upload tool. You have to manually type in the CD
information. They will not pick up the metadata.

You have to do a little work to get it uploaded and submit artwork. Once that is done and you tell them
go, it took about 2 weeks. During that time, your project has a status webpage where you can follow
what they are doing. You will have a person assigned to your project. They may call you to discuss what
they are hearing on the track and seeing in the art work.
We actually had an issue where the photos and text were not as clear as they could be. Reason was we
did it in PowerPoint. They suggested it could be much clearer in Photoshop. We took it all back and Mike
redid it all in Photoshop, resubmitted and all went well. We were very pleased with the results.
We had them produce 1500 CDs, post production review, and art work for about $1,400. You can save
$200 on the production review if you deliver it mix ready and they don't have to do any post. Since this
was my first time I took the production review option. They also have an option to listen to each track
and run it through EQ and other filters but they charge up $45 per track. We did not choose this.
Since we are about 1 hour away, I drove to pick up the CDs. We saved about $100 on that.
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Final Thoughts
In the end we learned a lot about ourselves as musicians. I was a little afraid of having separate
recordings with us syncing using a click track. In fact, that all worked quite well. It was relatively easy to
find places to record. You had to hustle, beg, borrow and steal but such is life.
Being a producer is not easy because you develop a vision that you begin to see. You try to share that
with all your fellow band members in emails and discussions. I over communicated to be sure they were
informed what I was doing. I put out mixed tracks and asked for feedback. I think folks get tired of
listening to the same track looking for subtle differences. You however can become a bit of a lunatic.
As I started saying at the beginning, you want it to be different. When Paul Moore came to record I let
him listen to some of the tracks we had already done. His first words were, "Well it is different…".
The best advice is listen to many similar recordings to figure out a way to make your's different. Take
feedback and incorporate it as you see it fit into what you are trying to do. You may get some friction if
you do not incorporate everyone's ideas but that is how it goes.
I wanted to include everyone as much as possible. I was happy to see so many band members step up in
many different ways, from instrument solos, to singing, to speaking parts, to art work and finally to great
feedback. I think folks had fun and were happy to be a part of it. The best test at the end is if you are
happy with the product and you all remain friends. I think we are all good on both counts.

Good Luck and enjoy the journey…

Frank Larkin
Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums
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